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A NEW PLATFORM
• Why re-develop the platform?
• Overcome shortcomings of existing platform:
• Hard to extend functionality
• Database flaws, hard-coded elements
• Cumbersome document processing workflow
• Enhance re-usability of publications
FORMAT CHANGES THROUGH THE YEARS
SUSTAINABLE?
• Little thought about the sustainability of the sources
• Little compliance with existing standards
THINK DATA, NOT PAPER!
• Find ways to exploit the contents and structure of
publications
• Prepare for further evaluation of publications, other
than reading
• Citation networks
• Natural Language Processing
• Named Entity Recognition
ABSTRACT MODEL OF A SCHOLARLY PUBLICATION
• Create a blueprint for scholarly monographs
• What are the atoms of scholarly literature?
• And in which configuration should they be allowed to
occur?
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I believe that the time is ripe for
significantly better documentation of
programs, and that we can best achieve
this by considering programs to be
works of literature. Hence, my title: 
»Literate Programming«
Donald E. Knuth
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CONCLUSION
• Create an abstract document model
• Documentation for editors
• Automatic validation of XML documents
• Integrate model into publication workflow
• Apply model to legacy data for a uniform document base
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